**BANYALBUFAR**
So you’ve swooned over Deià and visited Valldemossa, but what about Banyalbufar? Centuries-old farming terraces form steps down to the wave-lashed coast – this speck of a village is postcard stuff.

**CALA BLANCA**
Tucked away on the coastline a short drive from Port d’Andratx, Cala Blanca is a quiet, little-visited cove strewn with pebbles, affording moments of serenity and views over the sea to the two headlands and anchored boats offshore.

**SA FORADADA**
This finger of rock juts out into the Med at the base of Son Marroig. Wander through sheep-dotted olive groves down to the sea and linger for a watercolour sunset.

**PUIG D’ALARÓ**
Even in summer those who make it to the top of the rock are few and far between. It’s a stiff two-hour climb to the enigmatic remains of a Moorish castle. Or cheat by driving part way.

**SANTUARI DE LA MARE DE DÉU DES PUIG**
Walking is the only way to reach the tiny coves that dot the coastline north of Cales de Mallorca, but chances are you’ll have their iridescent waters all to yourself.

**ILLA DE SA DRAGONERA**
This rippled island reposes like a slumbering dragon off the island’s westernmost tip. Trails thread through this nature reserve to quiet capes, far from the beach resort swarms.

**ILLA DE CABRERA**
Off the Beaten Track: Mallorca

**PLATJA DES TRENC**
This 3km ribbon of frost-white, dune-backed sand hems Mallorca’s southern coast and is lapped by aquamarine water. Even in August, there’s space to breathe and go nude if you dare.